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Don't Hit the Coach is the perfect "Guide" for new tennis parents. It provides the quickest and

cheapest ways to learn tennis. You don't need expensive racquets or have to belong to a

country club! If you want your child to be active and safe - Have then play tennis? According to

Don Sabo, PhD, author of More Than a Sport: Tennis, Education and Health, “tennis players

get better grades (48% have a "A" average), are better behaved (73% have never been sent to

the principal's office), are more community-minded and well-rounded (82% volunteer in their

community), and are less prone to risky behaviors, such as binge drinking, cigarette smoking

and marijuana use". The characteristics that make a good tennis player (focus, discipline,

perseverance, critical thinking, self confidence, honesty, commitment, passion, flexibility,

dedication, courage and accountability) are the same characteristics that make a good student.

Most parents introduced their children to tennis because it looked like fun and fairly easy to

learn. Some parents want their child to try many different sport opportunities. Then they get

frustrated with their child and the sport because they didn't know what to do next or where to

turn or what to expect in terms of costs, quality instruction, equipment to buy or even

expectations for their child. Don't Hit the Coach attempts to answers all those questions. So,

before you waste any money or time on an activity that will only end up frustrating you even

more than you already are read this book. Are you confused by the amount of time and money

you are spending or about to start spending or your child doesn’t seem to be making any

progress and is discouraged? "Don't Hit the Coach" is for you! In today's world we must

consider that concussions are real, they are dangerous, and they are becoming more and

more frequent in youth sports. CDC reports show that the amount of reported concussions has

doubled in the last 10 years. The American Academy of Pediatrics has reported that

emergency room visits for concussions in kids ages 8 to 13 years old has doubled, and

concussions have risen 200% among teens ages 14-19 in the last decade. In fact according to

Kurt Desautels, Editor of Colorado Tennis, Tennis has been called the "ideal sport for a healthy

heart." But as we learn more and more about the dangers associated with physical contact in

athletics, it is also time to recognize tennis as the "ideal sport for a healthy brain. Clinics if done

correctly are essentially a group lesson made up of kids with similar age and skills. Beginning

clinics should be used to determine if your child has basic hand-eye coordination, likes hitting a

ball with a tennis racquet, likes running around a tennis court and can learn the basic steps a

tennis player must have. Because the clinic instructor cannot take the time to correct a

developing flaw in any one player, the clinic participants can develop improper strokes or bad

habits. During a clinic, the instructor can only yell a quick instruction to the player who is in

error, hoping that it will help. Consequently, the clinic student will probably just re-enforce any

bad habits they have or are developing. Note: The primary responsibility of a tennis coach is to

teach the correct strokes, strategies, conditioning and required knowledge as they relate to the

physical and mental capabilities of each student.
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DenehyAll rights reserved. DEDICATION My friend Jerry, who loved tennis as much as he

loved the Olive Garden! Jerry was a very good man and a great player with an even bigger

heart and worked at growing tennis every day and will be sorely missed. Rest in peace my

friend. CONTENTSbefore you starttenniswhy tennis?no concussion protocolsgetting

startedchoosing the right racquetdon't take that cliniccoach or instructorhow much time and

moneyemotional outburstsfocus - focus - focuscoach G's - three rules for tennis10 quick tips for

your beginnercourt etiquettekeeping scorehistory of scoringhistory of tennis and the courtfinal

notescoach G's training recommendationstennis termsabout the author before you startWhy

didn’t the tennis player change the light bulb?He refused to admit it was out! This book

provides information to parents of beginning tennis players and to those who are just exploring

if they should get their children into tennis. Unfortunately most parents don't know where to

start or what to expect. However, over the years, I have assembled questions and tips from

many discussions with the parents of my tennis students. When starting, parents are amazed

at all the little details that can affect the success of their young players and the unseen costs of

getting involved in tennis. Despite the many unknowns, I continue to think tennis is the best all

around sport available for youth's today as you will see justified later in this book. But First

Know - Tennis is a game of honor! In tennis we "call our own lines", which means that we make

decisions affecting the game of our opponent by deciding if a ball is "in" or "out". The general

rule in tennis is that if you do not see the ball clearly "out" then it is "in", even if your view was

obstructed, if you did not see it clearly go "out" then it is "in" possibly giving the point to the

other player. in not out Tennis is based on the honesty and trustworthiness of each player. We

have to trust that our opponent will make the best call they can each and every time during our

match. This creates a situation where the quickest way to lose playing and practice partners is

to be known as a selfish player who always rules in their own favor. Understand that everyone

makes mistakes in calls (in or out) because the ball is moving pretty fast. In addition, a player is

usually not in the perfect position to make a call when the ball lands very close to the line. A

honest player does not let the desire to win overshadow their judgment in making the correct

call. Back tennisThe Tennis Player's Prayer Please don't let me be so nervousWhen I toss the

ball for service. Give me speed and strength unhalting,Aces and no double-faulting. Instill in me

the skill and dashOf Federer, Williams, Roddick and Ashe. When a high lob starts to fall,Must I

always miss the ball? Lord, I know you could, I'm sure,Find me a Tennis Elbow cure. With the

guidance from above,Never let me fall in 'love.' And, Lord, while on matters of this sortPlease

let me find the open court!! TENNIS is such an easy game, all you have to do is hit the ball

over the net…right! Want your child to be active then play tennis? Think you know enough to

help and encourage your beginner in tennis? Feel like you are out in left field and at a

disadvantage in dealing with the instructor, equipment requirements, and the overall costs? Or

are you confused by the amount of time and money you are spending and that your child

doesn’t seem to be making any progress and you and your child are discouraged? For all the

above questions, I have written this book is for you! Because you are probably right—you don't

know enough about the sport and your child is not fulfilling their capabilities as fast as they

could be. Most parents introduced their children to tennis because it looked like fun and fairly

easy to learn. Some parents want their child to try many different sport opportunities. Then

they get frustrated with their child and the sport because they didn't know what to do next or

where to turn or what to expect in terms of costs, quality instruction, equipment to buy or even



expectations for their child. Let’s see if we can rectify all those questions and unknowns. In the

beginning we as tennis coaches need to know if your child is having fun on the court. The first

thing we look for in your child is are they smiling when they come off the court, do they think

the time passed quickly, do they want to go back on the court again. Learning tennis from

someone is a very personal experience and the student must like and trust their coach or

instructor. Tennis is not a quick study sport. You must not get frustrated early, it takes time just

to be able to hit the ball back and forth in a controlled manner. Winning and losing is not a

measurement for beginning tennis players. Learning good form and sound strokes is what we

look for from beginning students. But, most of all, we look for the smiles when they come off

the court. Brooke's Story:On a hot summer day in August, we were at the end of the summer

league schedule for our Tennis and Swim Club. Fourteen year old Brooke was playing her last

match of the season. It had been a grueling hot, humid, sweaty match with almost every point

being contested multiple times. Brooke had been down one game to six. The students play first

to ten win by two games during the summer league. Brooke had worked really hard to get it to

a nine to nine tie. Now, they had to play a tiebreaker - first one to get 7 points wins. During the

tiebreaker, they continued to hit the ball back and forth to each other while running left and

right at least six times for every point. I kept screaming at Brooke "remember rule three" to try

to get her to change her strategy. Brooke was up five points to zero when she started to get

dizzy. She called for a medical timeout. After running onto the court, I asked her if she had

taken her medicine before the match and of course she said no. She had a breathing problem

which was aggravated by sun light, as I later found out, and was hurting just then. I asked her if

she wanted me to call the match. She was emphatic about continuing. I looked into her eyes to

make sure they were not dilated or glassy to make sure she was capable of playing more. Even

though she was just two points away from the win anything is possible - to quote a great man

"it's not over until it's over" - Yogi Berra. It was hot and sunny and she was exhausted

physically, but not mentally. True to her word, she went back out there and kept hitting it right

back to her opponent, regardless of how loud I would yell "rule three". The score was now five

to five. Brooke was wobbly and moving slowly, but was still standing and ignored my continued

suggestion to stop the match. Her opponent double faulted the next point and now it was

Brooke's serve and she just had to win one more point. The last point was probably the longest

point of the match with both girls not giving up on any shot but Brooke managed to hit the final

winning point. As she came off the court, now mentally exhausted but smiling about her

success. I congratulated her on her win and her perseverance, passion, dedication, and focus.

Then I told her to take her medicine, got her some ice packs and told her we would talk more

about Rule Three when she got back from vacation. Back why tennis There are some

interesting aspects to tennis that are not common knowledge. First, as I said earlier and as I

constantly remind my students of, tennis is a game of honor! In tennis, we call our own lines,

which means that we make decisions affecting the game and our opponent by deciding if a ball

is in or out. Today's tennis offers some very large financial opportunities for those who have

the skills, time, desire and self sacrifice to become very good. It can provide a more exciting

and rewarding experience in high school and even a way to offset the costs of college when

tennis scholarships are available. It offers so much more to those players who love the sport for

what it provides to us — the opportunity to play the game. Also, tennis is a sport you can play

with just one arm, one leg or even in a wheel chair. It is a sport you can play from age four until

you can’t even bend over to pick up the balls any longer. The characteristics that make a good

tennis player (focus, discipline, perseverance, critical thinking, self confidence, honesty,

commitment, passion, flexibility, dedication, courage and accountability) are the same



characteristics that make a good student. According to Don Sabo, PhD, author of More Than a

Sport: Tennis, Education and Health, “tennis players get better grades (48% have a "A"

average), are better behaved (73% have never been sent to the principal's office), are more

community-minded and well-rounded (82% volunteer in their community), and are less prone

to risky behaviors, such as binge drinking, cigarette smoking and marijuana use". Tennis is

fundamentally a one on one competition; not a team sport. Tennis players cannot rely on

teammates to cover for them when they are not performing their best. This sport requires the

athlete to have the capability to perform alone and handle the emotional stresses of individual

competition. If the player relishes individual competition, then tennis is the sport for

them. Realistically, it does not take a lot of money to begin, but it does take a lot of time. The

time required is directly related to the goals of the parent and student. If you want to learn

tennis just to say you play or to be a social player, then not a lot of time is required. If the goal

is to play on the high school team or to get a college scholarship or a financial aid package,

then, just like any organized sport in which you wish to excel, a lot more time is

required. Tennis is not a sport you can just pick up and play, like kicking a ball around for

soccer, bouncing a basketball or even hitting a volleyball. You can pick up a stick, as in the

case of baseball, and play with the other kids on the block in the street, or even at the

playground. Nor is tennis a quick study sport. It is a sport that makes you go out of your way to

try. Then, once you decide you like it, you have to put in a lot more individual time as well.

Young players need the support of family to help them find appropriate instruction and

opponents. They usually can’t find a pickup game with the neighborhood kids. Actually, finding

an appropriate person to play with and practice with is one of the larger challenges of the

sport. However challenging some aspects of the sport are, tennis is enjoyed by a lot of great

people. You get to meet and become friends with people of all ages and backgrounds. You can

travel all over the world and find a game and strangers that are willing to help you. You can play

it for the social benefits or play it competitively for the excitement of winning and even for

business contacts. Finally, compared to other sports, tennis is relativity safe. There is the

normal wear and tear on joints, tendons and muscles, but careful training, coaching and

attention to soreness as it occurs can mitigate serious injury in these areas, but concussions

are not an issue. The public perception of tennis has been that it only takes place at expensive

country clubs and is just for rich people. Truthfully, tennis is truly an international sport that is

played (at a high level) not only in industrialized countries but also in third world and

impoverished countries. It offers interracial, inter-gender, and intergenerational competition and

companionship. It provides opportunities to play a sport with people from all walks of life and

with all types of experiences. Back no concussion protocols As related in the previous chapter,

one reason to consider tennis as the sport for your child is that no concussion protocols are

required. Consider the information presented in the editorial appearing in the Summer 2015

issue of Colorado Tennis by Kurt Desautels, Editor. "Concussions are real, they are dangerous,

and they are becoming more and more frequent in youth sports. CDC reports show that the

amount of reported concussions has doubled in the last 10 years. The American Academy of

Pediatrics has reported that emergency room visits for concussions in kids ages 8 to 13 years

old has doubled, and concussions have risen 200% among teens ages 14-19 in the last

decade.
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George Denehy, “New Tennis Parent. This book is just what every parent needs to understand

what to expect from the tennis world before they make to big of an investment in time and

money. It also makes a good case for getting into tennis.”

The book by GF Denehy has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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